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Middle School: Save Rafe  
by James Patterson and Chris Tebbetts 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Daisy Theobald, age 12   

This book was really 

gripping. I really liked 

Rafe and I began to think 

of him as one of my 

friends. My favourite part of 

the book is when they are 

rafting as it is so funny. I love 

the fact that he has to spend 7 

days doing obstacles that will 

push his boundaries. The book 

is about Rafe being sent on 

The Program so that his school 

will let him come back. There 

are 10 people that he goes on 

The Program with they have 

to learn to work as a team and 

face their fears together. I 

would recommend this book to 

all of my friends that like 

adventure. I give this book 

10/10.  

 

Sam Harper, age 11 

A really, really, really funny book stuffed full of fantastic cartoons 

and illustrations.  I loved it so much.  

When Rafe Khatchadorian is told that his arts school is closing down he’s not 

that bothered, until he realises that he’s being sent back to Hills Village Middle 

School, where he spent the worst year of his life.  He was expelled from Hills 



 

 

Village and now must complete The Program, an adventure camp for 

behaviourally challenged students, before he can return.  He finds himself in the 

mountains with a group of crazy, terrifying and weird kids who have all been in 

some sort of trouble.  He’s not sure what some of them have done but he needs to 

work with this bunch of bullies and criminals in order to complete challenges 

and earn tags.  They need 10 tags by the end of day three and 20 by the end of 

day six in order to pass the course.  They have to go white water rafting, climb a 

cliff, make a fire and build a shelter and it’s not easy as none of them have any 

experience of this sort of thing.  At the end of the week they are left up a 

mountain by the instructors and have to find their own way back to base camp.  

If they succeed they will have passed the course.  Is Rafe tough enough to 

survive The Program and could he even find love by the end of it? 

This book is absolutely hilarious.  I polished it off in a single day and I am so 

excited about reading the rest of the Middle School series.  Rafe is a brilliant 

character.  He’s so good at art, quick thinking and funny and his white water 

rafting adventure made me laugh out loud.  A really, really, really funny book 

stuffed full of fantastic cartoons and illustrations.  I loved it so much. 

 

Georgie Docwra, age 9 - twitter @sarahdocwra 

One of the funniest books that I have read!  

This book is for both boys and girls as there are lots of boy and girl 

characters in it. 

It is packed full of funny jokes and great illustrations. 

I read the book in three days and can't wait to read the next one of the series. 

I was so disappointed when the book was finished. 

 

Isaac Phelan, age 10 

Another great job by James Patterson. Will Rafe successfully get into Hills 

Village or fail the camp and become a bigger loser than he already is? Find out 

in this thrilling novel.  

Rafe is a perfectly normal kid, except for the fact that he's been expelled from 

every school he's been to! 

When he's rejected from Airbrook, he has no choice but to go back to Hills 

Village, only to find that Mrs Stricker, (his worst enemy), has taken over the 

school! 



 

 

Mrs Stricker, with Mrs Stonecase (also another bad memory), send him into a 

camp in the wilderness. He must graduate from camp to get into Hills Village. 

However, it clearly advertises how hard it is on the portfolio, and it proves to be 

the hardest 'school' that Rafe's ever been to! 

The question is, will he pass and make it back to Hills Village, or fail and never 

get anywhere in life? 

My favorite part was when he learnt how hard it was. He had to earn 20 tags 

against the other pupils to pass. I found it very funny reading about his 

struggles. 

I also loved how it was written as well because it kept me entertained for hours, 

it was just too good to put down.  

Lastly, I thoroughly recommend this book to ages 9+, it's well written 

and hilarious! I'm sure that anyone who enjoyed James Patterson’s 

other books will adore this one just as much. 

 

Oscar Smith, age 7 

Patterson's best book yet...  

I really enjoyed this book, it made me laugh out loud and I wanted to 

read it all of the time.   

In this book Rafe is sent to the Rocky Mountain Program for naughty kids and 

this story is all about his experiences there and his survival strategies. 

The book is filled with hilarious comics and is a great book. I recommend this 

book to anyone around the age of 8 years old. 

 

Tomasz Hawryszczuk, age 9 

‘Middle School’ is a really funny series of books which follows the day to day 

school life of a boy called Rafe. If you like Wimpy Kid I am sure you will like this 

too.  

In this sixth book Rafe starts off in a dream where he is falling and his evil sister 

wakes him up. This is a really funny start as his sister then wakes him again 

and he realises he was dreaming it first time round! Rafe is always in trouble 

and in this book he finds himself taking on his biggest challenge yet, he has to go 

on a summer camp survival course which includes lots of hard tasks. He has to 

prove himself or he will be held back a year when he goes back to Middle school. 



 

 

He has a lot to prove. I really liked this book, I think it's the best ‘Middle 

School’ book I have read (and I have read all the others)! I recommend 

this to boys and girls from age 7 to 11 approximately. 

 

Joseph Kinder, age 10 

I loved this book because it was gripping.  It has brilliant pictures, 

and while it may contain some tricky vocabulary, it is still an easy 

book to read.  If you like ‘Big Nate’, then you'll love this.  

After Rafe's art academy school closes down he finds himself being sent back to 

his terrible, old school called Hills Village Middle School.  This would be ok, 

except that he had been expelled from this school, and now he has no choice but 

to return. 

He meets with the new headmistress, and he realises that the only way to be 

accepted back into the school is by completing a week long challenge called The 

Program.  The two sergeants running the course are incredibly strict, and Rafe 

has to face giant towers, petrifying rapids and the dreaded last challenge.   

I loved this book because it was very gripping.  It has brilliant pictures, and 

while it may contain some tricky vocabulary, it is still an easy book to read.  If 

you like Big Nate, then you'll love this. 

 

Rose Hopkins, age 9 

This book was a quick, light-hearted, enjoyable read. The story was 

fun and fast and the pictures were lovely. I really enjoy diaries - I 

could imagine the story actually happening.  

Rave has a very unlucky life.  The art school he's going to is being closed so he's 

forced to go back to the ruletastic school HVMS.  But the evil deputy head and 

head force him to go to a camp called The Program.  With hiking, white water 

rafting and sleeping in storms - outside - he'd better prepare for a week of 

adventure, crazy people and bad dreams. 

I think this book is fantastic.  Enjoyable, simple and full of excitement.  I can't 

wait to read the other books in the series. 

 

Danny Belton, age 9 

I mostly liked this book because of the great story line behind it all. 



 

 

The book really makes you feel like you are there.  Apart from the extremely 

funny bits it's got your senses as if you are touching this as he is. 

I would recommend it to anybody because of the author’s good writing. 

 

Charlotte Rosevear, age 11 

‘Save Rafe’ is the most amazing book. Rafe has to go back to Hills village 

because Airbrook has shut down! But before he can go back to Hills village Mrs 

Stricker and her sister make Rafe go through hardship... the program. Here he 

learns a lot 

1. Never trust girls with a tattoo. 

2. Never do what a girl with a tattoo says (because the camp instructor might 

think you have a crush on her). 

3. Be good... if you can! 

And last of all, always please your mum. 

 

Ella Hewitt, age 12 

This hilarious book by James Patterson shows the ins and outs of 

going back to school. 

After a bumpy summer, Rafe is heading back to the dreaded Hills Village 

Middle School, the place of the very worst years of his life. And as if that's not 

bad enough, he's learned that he's going to be held back a year unless he can 

prove himself on an outdoor survival trip, complete with dangerous white-

water rafting and terrifying rock climbing. Rafe and the rest of his trainees are 

forced to cooperate as they prepare for the final test: a solo tour in the deep 

woods. Can Rafe come out of the experience in one piece? And if he does, will he 

go home as the same unconfident kid?  

I think this book is perfect for children (girls and boys) aged 10+ as it has 

humour suited to that age group.  

 

Cameron Lobban, age 9 

Escape school and run away for an adventure with Rafe!  

Rafe has been expelled from Hills Village School and after the summer holidays 

he is going to a new school instead. He can't wait! But his sister has bad news 



 

 

for him the new one is closing down. Rafe is devastated about this. He and his 

Mum go to meet his old head teacher but she says the only way back to Hills 

Village is to pass a week of challenges. He is going to an outdoor camp. Instead 

of relaxing in the summer he will be drenched, tired and hungry! Will he make it 

back to Hills Village School alive? I have read Middle School before and enjoy 

them, but this is my favourite so far. I love the outdoors so loved reading about 

Rafe doing the same things I do. It made laugh out loud all the way through. I 

think this book would suit boys more than girls, I will recommend to all my cub 

friends. 

 

Malachi Knowles, age 8 

Rafe has to complete a program of very hard challenges to be let back into 

Middle School. This book is really funny, the challenges are life 

threatening and exciting to read.  

‘Save Rafe’ is about a Boy called Rafe. He has to complete a program to be let 

back into Middle School. In the program he has to complete lots of very hard 

challenges. 

Rafe had been expelled from all Middle School. His first head Teacher at 

Airbrook set him the challenges.  He is joined be nine other kids. By the third 

day they must have ten tags if they don’t they are thrown out. If they do they 

carry on in the program. By the sixth day they must have 20 Tags to compete in 

day.  

This book is really funny, one of the funniest parts is when Rafe has a dream 

about falling off a cliff.  The challenges are life threatening and exciting to read, 

Rafe could drown, plunge to his death or just go plain mad.  Does he survive 

and complete the challenges?  You will have to read ‘Save Rafe’ to find out. 

 

Toby Slocombe, age 11 

‘Middle School: Save Rafe’ is a fabulous book. Its story line makes 

you want to turn each page.  

Middle School: Save Rafe is a fabulous book. Its story line makes you want to 

turn each page. The Authors really imagined what a child would be like if they 

were sent to a camp for misbehaving children. The illustrations really show 

what would be going through any child’s mind. 

 



 

 

Alexander Bisland, age 9 

This book is the sixth in the series and stars Rafe. He is in a school called 

Airbook which is an art school. Rafe went there because he enjoys art but it 

closed down so he had to go back to his old school. Or does he? First, before he 

can go back to HVMS (his old school) he has to go through an obstacle course. 

On his course he doesn’t know anybody. He has 8 teammates and they have to 

complete obstacles like building rafts and sailing them in the river. The river is 

called Arkansas but it is not the great river; it is only a small river named after 

it.  

Does he make friends?  

Does he survive?  

Does he complete the course?  

Read it to find out!  

I enjoyed this book it is funny and it is easy to read. Being an artist, I 

like the pictures!  

I recommend this book to 7+ readers, although it might take you a long time to 

read it!  

I give it *****.  

I have also read ‘How I survived Bullies, Broccoli and Snake Hill’ and I think 

that if you like this book, you’ll love ‘Save Rafe’!  

 

 

 


